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My Background
❖ Education: 

➢ BE (EE-91 from OUCE),  M.S. (1996) (Computer and Systems Engg) from RPI (NY),  MBA (2004) 

(Marketing and Finance) from NYU Stern

❖ Work: BHEL R&D (1992-1994), GE R&D (1995-1996), Nuance (1996-2003), GE-Acxiom (2005-2007), 

Nuance India (2008-2013); Current: Teaching and Writing

❖ Nuance Communications: Largest Speech Technologies firm. (Conversational IVRs, Siri, and 

Dragon). 

➢ US Patent in NL Dialog Analysis for speech rec based IVRs with Mike Cohen

➢ My focus:  VUI design, PM and General Management

❖ Acxiom Corporation: Largest data analytics firm (well known for their marketing and privacy 

solutions) 

➢ My focus: Privacy in Marketing and General Management



What Do They Have In Common?
❖ Siri, Dragon, Google Voice, Google Translate, Amazon Echo, Microsoft 

Cortana
➢ SitePal, SecondEgo (Applications built on technologies from others)

❖ Image Recognition (Google and FaceBook)
❖ Zillow Zestimate

❖ Amazon and Netflix Product/Show Recommenders



What are these settings in Siri or Google Voice?
 

We’re choosing language models that are suitable for our accents.



Programming Vs. Machine Learning
❖ Apartment  Sale Price - A very simple example
❖ Set Price: Programming (Formula based)

➢ Price = 2,000 * Sq.Ft + 100,000*BedRooms+500,000 (min cost)
❖ Predicting the Sale Price based on experience: Machine Learning

➢ Build a model based on the sale price of similar apartments sold 
in the area.

➢ Ex: 2,000 sq ft, 1 BR sold for 46 lacs; 1,000 sq ft 1 BR sold for 27 
lacs; 3,000 sq ft, 2BR sold for 69 lacs. Want to predict 2,500 sq ft, 
3 BR apartment price, How do you do this?- Via Machine 
Learning. Somewhat like a real estate agent’s prediction process.



Supervised Learning - Regression (Predictive Model)
❖ Let’s try to build a model to fit the sale price data.

❖ Using the sale data as input to your regression algorithm, build a model such 
that the estimation error is minimized.

❖ Model evaluation: Split the data into training and test sets. Use the training 
set to build the model and test set to evaluate the model, i.e. estimate error. 

Discussion points

● Avoid overfitting the model to training data - Why? (think of outliers)
● In case of high error - what do you do? - How will you optimize the model?



Avoid Overfitting
Image Courtesy: http://www.holehouse.org/



Supervised Learning-Classification- Ex: NL Speech Rec 

Speech production. Imag courtesy:  Zemlin text 



Speech Processing and Modeling
en-US Phoneme set: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms717239(v=vs.85).aspx

i: fleet, I: dimple



Multiple Models



Unsupervised Learning - Ex: Clustering
❖ Used when we know that there natural clusters in a data set, but not clear on 

how they differ. 
➢ Many applications like image processing or biological entities
➢ Input unlabeled data
➢ Let the algorithm like K-Means figure out the clusters
➢ Label them later and then use those labels for supervised learning

Image courtesy: Wikipedia



Challenges in Building the Models
❖ Data Quality

➢ Signal Distortion in Speech

➢ Image distortion in image recognition

➢ Lack of features in house sale price info

➢ Source of data: Sampling bias

❖ Data Quantity

➢ Need data suitable for the final application, ex: IVR vs. Laptop based application

➢ More data is always good data. Ex: Google’s gorilla issue

❖ Need for multiple models

Ex: Semantic models on top of language models. Very tough task.  Meaning is context dependent 

❖ Need for optimization from real life deployments - a Catch 22 situation



Product Development Life Cycle

 



Careers in AI and ML - Entrepreneurs

❖ Either go thr0ugh the entire product life cycle 
➢ Upside: More control, Downside: Requires heavy investment and takes years
➢ Getting better due to the tools from the likes of Turi (aka Dato), MatLab etc.

❖ Or license technology from the likes of Nuance, Google, Amazon etc.
➢ Play in the application space or application development space
➢ Upside: Quick to start; Downside: Less control

❖ Or Buy/License bootstrap models and develop/contribute to open source



Careers in AI and ML - Job Seekers
Need resources for each phase of the product life cycle

❖ Data Scientists - Industry knowledge plus data analytics (Ex: Linguists, DSP 
specialists in Speech Rec)

❖ Machine Learning Specialists- Refer to Coursera specialization
❖ Platform integration specialists- S/W Engineers
❖ Application Designers - UI/UX design skill
❖ Application Developers- S/W Engineers
❖ Business Analysts- Combination skills - Industry specific
❖ Project Managers- From the industry
❖ Product Managers- From the industry plus Marketing skills preferred
❖ General Management -With in the industry



Closing
❖ Can AI and ML be very frustrating sometimes? Absolutely; Not for faint hearted. 

❖ Multi-disciplinary? Yes

❖ Statistical and Data intensive?  Yes

❖ Works in the first try? Usually not; Requires multiple pilots? Yes

❖ Getting better? Yes.  Ex: Tools like Turi (formerly known as Dato) and Matlab are 

helpful.

❖ Front-end design matters? You bet. Ex: Zillow and Nuance

❖ Resource availability: An issue to deal with; Data availability: Not easy.

❖ Requires big investment? Usually, depends on your tech choice.

❖ Very rewarding when works: Extremely. (My experience with Delta Airlines)


